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Richie's Blog

Grand Agg winners left to right – F/TR's Carrie Ryan 2nd, Arnaud Martin 1st, Celt Ridout 3rd then
F-Open's Lance Vinall 2nd, Martin Scrivens 1st and Mark Bannon 3rd. Awesome shooting guys!

Last weekend saw a die hard gathering of competitive F-Classer's from all around the UK and 
Ireland, descend on the small village of Diggle to try their luck on the coveted P.S.S.A Diggle 
ranges and battle to be crowned – The 2022 Northern F-Class Champions.

This competition acted as round 3 of the 2022 G.B.F.C.A season and was the 2nd of two league 
matches held on this range. For those of you that have never shot at Diggle Ranges before, this 
range has one hell of a formidable reputation and on this occasion, it was no different.

I think it's a sign of the current times that entries were similar to the previous Round 2. With all the 
price hikes we're facing right now, it came as no surprise that we didn't sell out. Thankfully, and 
with a split of 29x F/TR and 19x F-Open, there were enough shooters in attendance to fill the range 
and still make it an extremely competitive weekend for all involved.

In order to save on a bit of travelling time and fuel, a number of us travelled over on the Friday and 
were given permission to camp on the range itself. You see some weird and wonderfull things when 
passing through Saddleworth and on the approach to Diggle village itself, I was met by miles of 
yellow cones for as far as the eye could see, red road closure signs everywhere and groups of  
marshalls frantically moving about in high viz jackets, preventing anyone from roadside parking. 



After a quick panic and google of a large sign that I saw attached to a old Oak tree, I soon realised 
that Friday 10th was a huge day for the area and the road closures in place were in preporation for 
the Saddleworth and Oldham Whit Band Contest. What the hell's that I hear you say??
 
Well, it transpires that due to the lack of internet, electricity and things to do after dark, brass bands 
are a massive hit in the old mill communites of the area and in a place like Diggle, the man with the 
longest trumpet or woman with the biggest pair of brass cymbals is an instantly cherished celebrity. 
Nowt as queer as folk as they say but then again, we've all seen the film American Pie and envied 
what goes on at Band Camp....Right On, where do I sign ha ha!

Anway, this day was the main event of the year for the “bands people” and has been since 1993. As 
approximately 300 volunteers get involved in presenting the Whit Friday Band Contest, there's a lot 
of planning and logistics to sort in order to make sure the area is free of traffic.
From what I hear, large brass bands travel by coaches from village to village and get marked blind 
for their performance infront of a panel of dedicated village judges and the band that generates the 
highest combined scores from each village is hailed the Champions of the band world. 
There's then a huge party, everyone gets drunk and if you're lucky, you get to polish someone's 
instruments. 
It's a budget version of “Britains Got Talent” and the “Eurovision song contest” as bands travel to 
and from neighbouring villages of Denshaw, Delph, Dobcross, Diggle, Uppermill, Greenfield, 
Friezland, Lydgate, Grotton, Lees, Springhead and Scouthead and Austerlands. 
I can't tell you which village won but the racket could be heard echoing aroung the hillside well into
the early hours and according to F-Open's Ian Bellis, at his hotel, he could hear a lot of instruments 
being polished  after hours.

In the end, I used my taxi compass to sneak through the back roads and headed in the direction of 
the range. I only had to kick a few cones out the way, dart the full length of a closed road with 
public lined either side and blag a pair of marshals that I was in fact on a taxi job and picking 
someone up from the Diggle Hotel. I was then reluctantly awarded full access and arrived at the 
range around 14:00hrs. 
When I finally got to the range, I was pleased to see Chenery, Brogan, Celt and Marshy had already 
arrived and were unloading their camping kit. We then proceeded to set up a security perimeter and 
I went high up on the 1000 yard firing line with my Bivy, leaving the rest of the guys to set up 
“Camp Wank 2” in the lower regions behind the club house.

We then gathered at 18:00hrs for some seriously tasty food cooked by Brogan and Celt over a BBQ,
followed by lemon drizzle cake and all washed down with copious amounts of Stella from a mini 
bar we set up on the undercover decking. This was serious glamping baby! And that wasn't all. 
We then retired to Chenery's awning with beer in both hands as he'd set up a seating area with a 
mini projector and screen so we could watch a dodgy pirate copy of TOP GUN Maverick that Celt 
downloaded from the dark web. 
After a boss night that rapidly deteriorated into madness, we parted company after 01:00hrs while 
serenading each other with “You've lost that loooving feeeeeeeeling” before the range went silent.

The next thing I remember was being woken up by my bivy violent shaking back and forth. 
Thinking it was the guys playing a prank and pretending to be the beast of Diggle for a scare, I then 
realising that the heavens had opened and the wind that followed made the 1000 yard firing point 
feel like the base camp of Everest in a storm. Thankfully, my bivy held fast but I didn't get much 
sleep between then and the 06:00hrs alarm.
After a quick run around the firing point, the range office and the butts, the range was set up and 
ready to greet our competitors that started arriving around 07:15hrs. I then met the guys back at 
“Camp Wank 2” as they'd cracked up a gas stove and were cooking a seriously good Full English 



with all the trimmings. Thanks a million guys, it was awesome and set me up for the day ahead.

As I sat there tucking into my breakfast while scanning the range, I knew right there and then that 
we were in for a great day of competition. It was already getting warm, the sun appeared over the 
hills and the flags across the whole range were already pointing high into the sky as it was blowing 
a howley!
Our competitors then congegataed in the car park at 08:20hrs for a short safety briefing before 
everyone went their seperate ways. On this occasion, F-Open were first into the breach and headed 
to the 1000 yard firing point while F/TR headed to the butts as they were marking the morning 
session. By 08:40hrs, there were visible nerves showing on the F-Open guys faces as the wind had 
become even stronger and as we got ready for a 09:00hrs start, the reality had hit home, there was 
nowhere to hide and the contest was on!
Blow Offs finished at 09:01hrs sharp for detail 1 and the faces of the shooters and those on the next 
detail watching on made me laugh out loud and even more so as the carnage unfolded. Starting your
first match of the day with 8-9+ MOA of switching wind is always an eye opener and gave no one a
chance to ease into it gradually and most scores reflected what was happening down range.

The F-Open's morning consisted of 2 matches of 2+20's with 2x details per match. As one of our 
shooters had to dropped out without me knowing, we finished up with even numbers. This was a 
plus and prevented anyone from having to string shoot. At that moment, I did think about altering 
the squadding and running one Open detail per match but as we still had a problem with TGT 7 and 
it was already near starting time, I thought it best to keep it as 2x details and just crack on.

F-Open's Paul Harkins (101) getting ready for blow offs and watching the flags in disbelief ha!
As we got off to a very good start, we soon found ourselves flying through the details with each one
taking on average 30 mins to complete from the 40 mins available.
By 11:30hrs, we'd got through both matches and all the guys were in a state of shell shock as they'd 
been given a right old battering from the Diggle wind Gods with huge pickups and drop offs that 
caused elevation issues, missed targets as the wind twitched about from the right and that was the 
only constant. Looking at a few of the guys plot sheets it ranged from 2.5 – 9MOA right wind. 
That being said, there were still those shooters who got to grips with the conditions and managed to 
steer their bullets into the black parts of the target. In conditions like those, 3's, 4's are more than 
acceptable with any 5's being a bonus.



TOP 3 Scores for Matches 1+2 including the Saturday Aggregate – Well done guys!

F-Open faced a constant game of pick ups and drop offs that changed between shots

By 12:00hrs we'd completed the change over and ready to go again. The only comfort the F-Open 
guys had was knowing F/TR had to face the same conditions and the tales of horrors and train 
wrecks clearly panicked the F/TR guys. I could only feel sympathy for the first F/TR detail to shoot.

When all the flags look like this, you know you're in for a world of pain! It's brilliant ha

Sat Sat Sat Sat Sat
OPEN COMPETITOR M1 OPEN COMPETITOR M2 OPEN COMPETITOR M1 M2 AGG

1 Lance Vinall 90.03 1 Martin Scrivens 96.05 1 Lance Vinall 90.03 94.08 184.11
2 Pat Allen 88.07 2 Lance Vinall 94.08 2 Des Parr 88.02 94.02 182.04
3 Des Parr 88.02 3 Tony Marsh 94.07 3 Mark Bannon 88.01 93.06 181.07



F/TR's Match 1 got started at 12:40hrs with the wind still at full value from the right with sudden 
changes trueing out at 3.6MOA to 8.2+MOA inbetween shots. This remained the case for both 
matches and both details, and no detail had it easier than the other. With huge wind brackets to deal 
with such as this, it made it extremely difficult to get a grip of it and every shot felt like a sighter for
the shooters. With wind brackets so big, every shot had the ability to miss the target and because of 
this, splashes in the sand, and far out wide of the targets caused a few frames to be pulled 
prematurely. This was obviously to the delight of some shooters and the pressure and frustration 
started showing. Take a chill pill guys, everyone's in the same boat – 10 deep breaths and relax........

This method worked for some but seemed to infuriate others evern more. If you didn't make bold 
changes with your wind calls, you were severely punished and it wasn't for the faint hearted but it 
was entertaining to watch. Thats the kind of V2 competition you'd pay to watch. 
Due to these extreme conditions, there were a lot of message 4's and clear targets being presented to
our shooters throughout both matches in the afternoon.

By 15:25hrs, the last shot had already glided down range and by the time the echo had eased, 
shooters were racing to leave the range for a nerve settling bevy in the local watering holes.
From my point of view, the day was a total success and these were the best conditions you could 
have hoped for at a National League event. A true test of wind reading, equipment, nerve and 
bravery. The scores were also very bloody good considering the conditions everyone faced.

F/TR's impressive scores for TOP 3 positions in Matches 1+2 including the Saturday Aggregate

That concluded Day 1 and after the range had fallen quiet of gun shots, it was soon replaced by the 
calls of Curlews and Oyster Catchers defending their territories on the hillside. After a quick clean 
up, restocking of important supplies and a refaceing of all the targets ready for Sunday's Day 2, it 
was straight to “Camp Wank 2” for another alfresco meal of culinary delights and beer.

Saturday nights menu consisted of gourmet flame grilled beef burger and mature cheddar cheese for
starters, followed by sliced Aberdeen Angus steaks & a leg of Venison mixed with seasoned fried 
onions, sliced potatoes and broccoli. This was then washed down with the remaining keg of Stella 
followed by chocolate brownies and cakes for desserts. WOW! - This was boss food and awesome 
company and we had a ball.

Once we'd all recovered from the meat sweats and finished our farting contest, we decided to go for 
a walk around the range complex and went for a gander down by the recently drained reservoir. 
With its deep golden sandy sides, it look more like a beach from the mediterranean and it had a 
spiritual draw to it. From the car park, it doesn't look that deep but when your in it and 
overshadowed by the sides spanning higher that 10 ft, you can't appreciate how much water it must 
hold when we've seen it level to level in years gone by with a current matching that of the sea. 
 
The expedition wasn't without its dramas though. We nearly lost Chenery, Rob and Celt down a 
very deep moss crack and we were close to calling out the mountain rescue. Tony and Brogan then 
fell in the brook and nearly got washed down the valley and I lost my 110 trainer from my right foot
in the sticky mud. That was a proper wounder and I'm still gutted now!
It was worth it though as we discovered a very interesting and large rock formation thats probably 
not been seen by a human eye for over 6000 years. This was an obvious sign of early and “special” 
inhabitants that lived in the area and was most likely from the stone age. 

Sat Sat Sat Sat Sat
F/TR COMPETITOR M1 F/TR COMPETITOR M2 F/TR COMPETITOR M1 M2 AGG

1 Carrie Ryan 88.02 1 Mark Webb 88.05 1 Carrie Ryan 88.02 82.00 170.02
2 Simon West 87.06 2 Arnaud Martin 88.03 2 David Rollafson 86.03 83.04 169.07
3 David Rollafson 86.03 3 Celt Ridout 87.02 3 Mark Webb 80.04 88.05 168.09



The lines were to straight to be a natural formation so it was defo man made and only visible due to 
the low level of water. On close inspection, “so I've been told as I never went near it”, it turned 
out to be an 87ft long stone formation of the lower extremities and situated in the southern end of 
the reservoir. It was Diggles version of the Uffington White horse in the county of Oxfordshire. 
See, it isn't all waffle, some of it's educational. “Eat your heart out Time Team”!

I personally am very wary of rocks and this stems back to the time I skipped some jet black 
volcanic stones over the river tilt at Blair Atholl and soon there after suffered the curse of the Atholl
cross shot on the ranges. Due to that experience, I avoided the rock formation as if it were a sacred 
Navajo burial ground. So just to be clear, I defo didn't go near it or play with any rocks........

We were then swarmed by mosquitoes, I had a wet right foot so we beat a retreat back to “Camp 
wank 2” for a few more drinks. I left soon there after for an early night as I was cream crackered 
and my foot was looking frost bitten. 
On route back to the tents, all Rob talked about was that he wanted to see Top Gun Maverick and he
was very excited by the fact Ian had it to watch in his camper van so they didn't delay in putting it 
on, just as I left and headed to the 1000 yard firing point for an early night.

By 06:00hrs Sunday, I did a quick run around all areas and at around 07:20hrs went back to see the 
guys as they were grilling some bin lid sized sausage and bacon barms and large mugs of tea.
As Rob (the Pro Chef) took control of the bacon on the grill, had me in stitches as he described his 
movie night experience. 
He then went onto mention how the lads didn't want him missing any of the films important details 
or twists so talked him through the whole film before it had even started. Now that's true friends for 
you mate ha ha!

F/TR were first to shoot on Sunday and after a quick delegation of tasks and disribution of radios, 
everyone was where they needed to be by 08:40hrs and we were ready for another punctual start. 
Sunday was a different day to Saturday and although it was still very windy and gave everyone 
flash backs from the previous day, it was also very cold and overcast and there looked like rain was 
in the air.

As we flew through both matches 3+4, it was very apparent that although the wind wasn't quite as 
strong as Saturday, it made up for it in difficulty by the twitchy angle changes that caused havock 
across the whole line. There was also a mad dash for rain covers and waterproofs in Match 3 as the 
sky went black and it started to rain. Fortunately, it was light and lasted a couple of minutes and 
must have been the dregs of a passing cloud. It then remained dry for the rest of the competition.
The wind brackets for F/TR were between 2.4 – 6.4 MOA right in Match 3 and slightly less for 
Match 4 with a bracket of 1.6 – 5.6 MOA right. That concluded the weekend for F/TR and although 
it was difficult, some excellent scores were submitted.

F/TR's scores for Match 3 + 4 including the Sunday Aggregate

F/TR's Top 3 Grand Aggregate scores. Well done guys and an excellent display of shooting

Sun Sun Sun Sun Sun
F/TR COMPETITOR M3 F/TR COMPETITOR M4 F/TR COMPETITOR M3 M4 Agg

1 Carrie Ryan 85.04 1 Jim Marsden 90.08 1 Arnaud Martin 84.02 85.02 169.04
2 Dan Lomas 84.04 2 Celt Ridout 90.05 2 Carrie Ryan 85.04 78.03 163.07
3 Arnaud Martin 84.02 3 Mark Webb (CB) 85.02 3 Celt Ridout 73.01 90.05 163.06

F/TR COMPETITOR M1 (Sat) M2 (Sat) / M3 (Sun) M4 (Sun) / GA
1 Arnaud Martin 80.02 88.03 84.02 85.02 337.09
2 Carrie Ryan 88.02 82.00 85.04 78.03 333.09
3 Celt Ridout 76.02 87.02 73.01 90.05 326.10



F-Open utilising all the available space on the firing point in matches 3 + 4

As we now had 18x F-Open competitors for the Sunday and had a little more time to prepare, we 
did a quick shuffle of the target frames and the red board in the butts and managed to fit everyone 
onto one detail for the afternoon session. This meant we'd be finished in half the time and this was 
certainly a bonus for the guys with the longest journeys home.  

Match 3 got under way around 12:40hrs and with a short break to cool down barrels between 
matches, we'd finished Match 4 by 13:50hrs. During the afternoon session, the sun appeared again 
and the wind remained around the same velocity as the morning session for F/TR. It wasn't plain 
sailing though and scores reflected a very difficult afternoon of shooting,

F-Open's scores for Match 3 + 4 including the Sunday Aggregate

F-Open's Top 3 Grand Aggregate scores. Brilliant shooting guys

That concluded Round 3 and our final weekend of competition at Diggle in 2022. I'd like to take 
this opportunity to thank everyone who entered and took part as without shooters involved, we 
wouldn't have a competition. I know I say it all the time but I mean it – Thanks a million.

I'd also like to thank everyone that helped out on the firing point with stats and down in the Butts 
with a focus on - Dave Beech, Brogan O-S Smith, Dan Lomas, Tom Reynolds, Tony Marsh, Julie 
Bagnall, Adam Bagnall and Paul Harkins to name just a few.
Thank to our gate sentries – Phil Sammons, John Matthew and Kay Airey and finally Jim Marsden 

Sun Sun Sun Sun Sun
OPEN COMPETITOR M3 OPEN COMPETITOR M4 OPEN COMPETITOR M3 M4 Agg

1 Dave Raybould 88.02 1 Ian Bellis 88.02 1 Martin Scrivens 88.00 86.04 174.04
2 Martin Scrivens 88.00 2 Martin Scrivens 86.04 2 Dave Raybould 88.02 84.03 172.05
3 Lance Vinall 85.05 3 Mark Bannon 85.02 3 Lance Vinall 85.05 81.03 166.08

F-OPEN COMPETITOR M1 (Sat) M2 (Sat) / M3 (Sun) M4 (Sun) / GA
1 Martin Scrivens 85.01 96.05 88.00 86.04 355.10
2 Lance Vinall 90.03 94.08 85.05 81.03 350.19
3 Mark Bannon 88.01 93.06 81.04 85.02 347.13



and Ste Moloney for running everyone back and forth in the Nissan range vehicle from the butts 
and the firing point. This reduced the vehicle numbers at either end of the range and ensured that 
anyone who couldn't carry their kit or themselves, made it to where they needed to be. This was a 
huge help and very much appreciated by myself.

PS - I'll be bringing some wheel clamps to Diggle next year in order to deal with our persistent rule 
breakers and firing point car parkers. This may also stop them from shooting off the range at 
100mph only 5 minutes before the awards ceremony at the end...
It was a disappointing display of sportsmanship - TUT TUT TUT!

Congratulations to our 2022 F-Class Northern Champions

Our F/TR Northern Champion – Arnaud Martin

Our F-Open Northern Champion – Martin Scrivens (I hope this makes up for the bad Friday) 
You have to come back next year now to defend your title ha ha.

Congratulations to all our stage winners and podium finishers. Hope to see you on a firing point soon. Cheers - Richie 


